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� Higher order QED orretions to Single W
{ The issue has been addressed by two groups� SWAP: G. Montagna, M. Moretti, O. Nirosini, A. Pallaviini and F. Piinini� GRACE: Y. Kurihara, M. Kuroda and Y. Shimizu{ Main problem: determination of the proper sale in the ele-tron struture funtion/parton shower and the related theoret-ial unertainty

� 4f plus a visible photon
{ Tuned omparison among several programs to �x the tehnialpreision{ Study of the ISR QED orretions and their theoretial uner-tainty{ Investigation of �nite fermion mass e�ets in realisti eventseletions{ Theoretial unertainty oming from variations in the renor-malization sheme



Higher order QED orretions to Single Wprodution
In the Leading Log approximation, the fatorization theorems allowto write the QED orreted ross setion of a generi proess as aonvolution of the formd� =Yi Z dxiD(�2i ; xi) d�0The hoie of the sales �i is not ditated by general arguments.A generally adopted attitude is given by the omparison of the O(�)expansion of the above onvolution with a diagrammati alulationwhih reprodues the orret LL ontribution

d� = d�0 1 +Xi �� log �EE L(�2i )!Tipial simple examples are e+e� ! f �f , with f 6= e and Bhabhasattering, for whih an exat O(�) perturbative alulation exist. Inthe �rst ase �� = �+ = s. Considering the radiation emitted fromthe inoming and outgoing eletron in the t-hannel ontribution toBhabha sattering the right sale turns out to be �� = jtj. For thefull Bhabha, where s, t and their interferene are present at the sametime the proper sales are given by the ombination �� = �+ = st=u.M. Greo and O. Nirosini, Phys. Lett. B240 (1990) 219.



In the ase of single-W prodution, the exat O(�) perturbative al-ulation is still laking, so a general strategy for the evaluation of thesales �� is needed.The leading (double-log) ontribution to photon radiation traes bakto soft and ollinear photon bremsstrahlung and its virtual ounter-part, and, in the ase of a alorimetri measurement of the energyof the �nal-state (FS) partiles, to hard radiation ollinear to the FSpartiles themselves
d�S+V = d�0 log �EE 2�� nXi>j QiQj log sijmimjwith sij � (qi + qj)2.Notie that in the limit sij � m2i ; m2jlog sijmimj �! 13 sijmimjSumming up the ontribution of hard ollinear photons to �nal-stateharged partiles, we get

d�S+V + d�hard = d�02�� log �EE ( nXi=m+1Q2i log Eimi +� nXi>j QiQj log 2(1� ij)� mXi Q2i log Æ9=;



The omparison between the last equation and the O(�) expansion ofthe SF QED orreted ross setion allow to �x the sales �i.If a alorimetri measurement of the energies of the FS partiles is per-formed, only the IS legs need be orreted by the SF's. Furthermore,sine the eletron is sattered in the very forward region, the interfer-ene between the eletron line and the rest of the proess is very small.This allows a natural sharing of the logarithms oming from the previ-ous equation between the two SF's assoiated to the olliding eletronand positron, whose sales read
�2� = 4E2(1� �)2Æ2 ; �2+ = 2149 E2�(1�  �d)(1� u)2�23�(1� u �d)2Æ5�29Naive ansatz: by thinking of the proess in terms of the Weizs�aker-Williams approximation, i.e. in terms of a onvolution of the proesse+ ! �eW � with an equivalent photon spetrum plus a real eletronline, leads to assign two di�erent sales to the single-W proess: onesale for the eletron urrent and one for the positron urrent. Theformer sale is the proper one for a t-hannel proess, so it is simplyjq2�j. The latter is the sum of an s-hannel eletron exhange and at-hannelW exhange. Assuming the t-hannel dominane, its naturalut-o� is given by the W -boson mass, MW

�2�;naive = jq2�j ; �2+;naive = M 2W (1)



The e�ets of LL QED orretions to the ross setion of the single-W proess e+e� ! e���u �dfor di�erent hoies of the energy sale in the eletron/positron SF's. The quark angularaeptane 0Æ � #u; �d � 180Æ is onsidered. Left: absolute ross values as funtions of the.m. energy. Right: relative di�erene between the QED orreted ross setions and the Bornone, still as funtions of the .m. energy. The marker � represents the Born ross setion, represents the orretion given by �2� = s for both SF's, } the orretion given by the sales�2� = jq2�j for both SF's, the orretion given by the naive sales, 4 the orretion given bythe re�ned sales. The entries orrespond to ps = 183, 189, 200 GeV.

The same as above for the quark angular aeptane j os �u; �dj < 0:95.



The di�erential ross setions of the single-W proess e+e� ! e���u �d withrespet to the two alulated sales �� at ps = 189 GeV.The agreement between the preditions obtained by the naive salesand the alulated ones an be understood by looking at the abovedi�erential distributions with respet to the sales ��
As a last remark, it should be noted that sine the �nite eletronmass e�ets are ruial in the alulation of the single-W ross setion,partiular are has to be devoted to the kinematis after ISR: a goodworking proedure is to put eletron and positron on their mass-shellafter ISR. Otherwise they go o� mass-shell and this implies a viola-tion of the U(1) Ward Identity at the level of several % (G. Passarino,hep-ph/9810416).



4f plus a visible photon
Physis motivations:

� it is the only proess measurable at LEP2 whih involves quartigauge ouplings
� it allows the prodution of three gauge bosons (WW, ZZ, Z)
� it is an important building blok of the radiative orretions to 4fprodution



The proess has been extensively studied within the LEP2 MC Work-shop held at CERN
Available generators:

� CompHEPE. Boos, M. Dubinin and V. Ilyn� GRACEY. Kurihara, M. Kuroda and Y. Shimizu� NEXTCALIBURF.A. Berends, C. Papadopoulos and R. Pittau� PHEGAS/HELACC. Papadopoulos� RaoonWWA. Denner, S. Dittmaier, M. Roth and D. Wakeroth� WRAPG. Montagna, M. Moretti, O Nirosini, M. Osmo and F. Piinini



A detailed tuned omparison on ross-setions and distributions hasbeen performed by RaoonWW, WRAP and PHEGAS/HELACProesses onsidered� � ��� u �d � e� ��e u �d � � ��� �+ �� � e� ��e �+ �� � s � u �d  Observables studied at ps = 200GeV� integrated ross-setions;� E distribution, d�=dE [fb/GeV℄;� os � , d�=d os � [fb℄;� angle �f between photon and the nearest harged �nal-state fermion, d�=d�f [fb℄;� Mu �d, M�+�� invariant mass, d�=dM [fb/GeV℄;� Me���e , M����� , Ms�, invariant masses, d�=dM [fb/GeV℄;Applied uts� ommon to all proesses: E > 1GeV, j os �(; beam)j < 0:985, �(; f) > 5Æ, f = hargedfermion.� for ud��� and ude�e: M(ud) > 10GeV� Me���e for the proess e� ��e �+ �� , d�=dM [fb/GeV℄;j os �(l; beam)j < 0:985 El > 5GeV, where l is a harged lepton,� for ������ and ���e�e: j os �(l; beam)j < 0:985, El > 5GeV, M(l+l�) > 10GeV,� for uds: at least two pairs with M(qiqj) > 10GeV.Resut: good tehnial agreement at the 0.1% level



Proess WRAP RaoonWW PHEGAS/HELACu �d����� 75.732(22) 75.647(44) 76.200(350)u �de���e 78.249(43) 78.224(47) 78.140(423)���+����� 28.263(9) 28.266(17) 28.359(111)���+e���e 29.304(19) 29.276(17) 29.185(154)u �ds� 199.63(10) 199.60(11) 200.48(81)Comparison between WRAP, RaoonWW and PHEGAS/HELAC for a sample of totalross-setions (fb)

os � distribution for the proesses ���+e���e and ���+�����



os � distribution for the proesses u �ds� and u �de���e

os � distribution for the proess u �d�����



E distribution for the proesses ���+e���e and ���+�����

E distribution for the proesses u �ds� and u �de���e



Bare W� and W+ mass distributions

�(; hargedfermion) distribution in the proess e�e�����



The ratio WRAP/RaoonWW for the os � distribution in the proess ���+e���e and for the Edistribution in the proess u �d�����

The ratio WRAP/RaoonW W for the �(; hargedfermion) distribution in the proess e�e�����and for Bare W� mass distribution in the proess u �ds�



Fermioni masses
The tuned omparisons have been performed by adopting the masslessapproximation for the outgoing fermions. However, fermioni massterms an beome important, due to the ollinear \singularities" asso-iated with photons emitted from the external legs, i.e. fermion masse�ets are expeted to be relevant for small angular separation utsphoton-harged fermions.Moreover, a �nal state muon an be distinguished from a ollinearphoton. In this ase the separation ut an be even 0Æ.#�q (deg) #�� (deg) Cross Setion (fb) Æ (%)5Æ 1:0Æ 90:157� 0:036 1:92� 0:0891:903� 0:0355Æ 0:1Æ 104:777� 0:046 9:31� 0:09115:004� 0:0445Æ 0:0Æ 105:438� 0:045
Comparison between massive and massless Born ross setions for theproess ������s at ps = 200 GeV, as obtanied by means of WRAP.��f , with f = q; � is the minimum separation angle between thephoton and �nal state harged fermions. In the third olumn, the �rstresult refers to the massive ase, and the seond one to the masslessase. Relative di�erene is shown in the last olumn.



Initial State Radiation
The phenomenologially relevant Leading Log QED orretions due toISR an be implemented via the Struture Funtions formalism

�4f+1QED = Z dx1dx2D(x1; s)D(x2; s)�(uts)d�4f+1

The e�et of ISR, simulated by ollinear SF, on the integrated rosssetion of the CC10 �nal state �� ��� u �d  as a funtion of theLEP2 .m. energy. The Born ross-setion for the CC20 �nal statee� ��e u �d  is also shown. Numerial results by means of WRAP.



Due to the presene of an observed photon in the �nal state, the treat-ment of ISR in terms of ollinear SF's an be inadequate beause af-feted by double ounting between the pre-emission photons (desribedby the SF) and the observed one (desribed by the hard-sattering ma-trix element). By keeping under ontrol also the transverse degrees offreedom of ISR, as allowed by pt-dependent SF, it is possible to removethe double-ounting e�ets.G. Montagna, O. Nirosini and F. P., Comp. Phys. Commun. 98 (1996) 206G. Montagna, M. Moretti, O. Nirosini and F. P., Nul. Phys. B541 (1999) 31�4f+1QED = Z dx1dx2d(1) d(2) ~D(x1; (1) ; s) ~D(x2; (2) ; s)�(uts)d�4f+1An equivalent photon is generated for eah olliding lepton and a-epted as a higher-order ISR ontribution if:� the energy of the equivalent photon is below the threshold for theobserved photon Emin , for arbitrary angles; or� the angle of the equivalent photon is outside the angular aeptanefor the observed photons, for arbitrary energies.



Theoretial unertainty oming from therenormalization sheme
By using WRAP two di�erent renormalization shemes have been im-plemented in order to estimate their theoretial unertainty, with theproess e+e� ! u �d����� and uts used in the tuned omparisons.The following two shemes have been adopted:
I) s2W = 1� M 2WM 2Z ; � = 4p2GFM 2Ws2W4� ; g2 = 4� �s2W ;II) s2W = ��(2MW )p2GFM 2W ; g2 = 4p2GFM 2W ; with �(2M 2W ) = 128:07

ps [GeV℄ ross setion [fb℄ Æ200 (I) 75.750(29) fb200 (II) 75.887(29) fb 0:18%189 (I) 71.889(25) fb189 (II) 71.997(25) fb 0:15%183 (I) 67.238(22) fb183 (II) 67.324(22) fb 0:13%



Conlusions
� Higher order QED orretions to Single W{ The issue has been studied independently by two groups (SWAPand GRACE) with similar results{ A general proedure relying on the soft and ollinear approxi-mation of the radiative proess has been investigated to deter-mine the proper sales in the IS QED struture funtions{ By simply �xing both sales to s or t would imply a theoretialerror of the order of 4%
� 4f plus a visible photon{ Tuned omparison among several programs �x the tehnialpreision at the 0:1% level or better{ ISR QED orretions are sizable and require partiular are,due to the presene of a deteted photon in the �nal state.The use of QED ollinear struture funtions an determine atheoretial unertainty of several % for realisti event seletions{ Finite fermion mass e�ets are important for small separationangle between photons and harged �nal state partiles. Thise�et is enhaned in the ase of a �nal state muon, where theseparation angle an beome 0Æ{ The theoretial unertainty oming from variations in the renor-malization sheme is small ompared to the previous e�ets, i.e.at the 0:1% level


